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Anthony John Oliveros (May 19 1995)
(I'm a beginner but I write poetry and songs since 10. hope you'll help me
improving them.)
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A Friend That Will Always Be
You, a simple person I ever knew
Makes my life never blue
You didn't exalt yourself from what is true and what is due
But makes me happy till I grew.
You, a person who doesn't make my heart mess
And didn't put me in a test
Yet, you guide me from east to west
Even though I am lost
Still you find me, I guess,
You, a special gift for me
And gives much a glee
Every time I cannot see
You give me eyes;
You're my strength!
For you're my friend that will always be.
Anthony John Oliveros
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A Little Too Startled Love
Hey, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
I don't wanna tell this probably
But I need to, and I miss you terribly.
Can't disappear your appearance in my sight
And I'm asking why?
I'm writing here just to let you know
How come that these kaleidoscopic flowers glow;
Listening to the summer breeze
Undercover again from the sweet bliss.
Perhaps I gotta say now
A silent little thing I couldn't assure somehow
For I love you so and you must need to know
How Cupid hit his stupid arrow.
Perhaps I'm Romeo and you're my Scarlet Letter
But then maybe not
Or is it just an infatuation perhaps?
I know I got it bad
But I ain't want you to stay mad.
Man, how come this thing started?
Is it a silly feeling that I really needed?
My! What a emotion!
How come this feeling is kinda an unfathomable expression?
I wanted to erase this moment in my life
But guessed God helped me for some advice.
All I ever dreamed is to be something new
Yet, my, why do I love you?
From this moment on
All I ever knew is how much you mean to me
And maybe,
Just maybe,
Someday, together we will be....
Anthony John Oliveros
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Crush Crush Crush
What is in your eyes
That makes me wanna stare
Like little gems
I seldom see so rare
What is in your cheeks
Making me blush
It's been so hard
to overcome this crush
What is in your hair
That makes me wanna brush
That every hour of me
will stop from the rush
What is in your lips
That gently smile within
They make me hypnotize
as my world has been slowly seen
What is in you
That often makes me recall
Is it a single infatuation
That makes myself fall?
Anthony John Oliveros
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Cute Chums [A Haiku]
They are so jaunty
Though little yet so funny
They do pleased my heart.
1/27/2011
Anthony John Oliveros
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Einsteinnette
From the very sharp minds of the geniuses
Are there selves of being heartless
Amidst the curiosity of their existence
Is a total camaraderie of abhorrence.
In the surpassing greatness of the shadow
With brilliant thoughts that follow;
The variegated life in which they have been
Is already changing by their sin.
From poetry's principle in life
Is a great remembrance and a nice advice
For being wise is useless as I thought
Without a gentle heart as the heaven taught.
Anthony John Oliveros
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Gift of Words
As I begin writing this piece
A great wonder from afar had me seized
In my weak imagination with enormous care
Having this gift of words like strands of hair
Unfading hue written in a shaft of white
Are threads of words carved in my heart's delight
With this uncovering pen and with this flickering ink
Feels like my piece in my heart's link
It happens because things inside are hard to express
And alone with papers crumpled and messed
So I would rather get a pen to test
My gift of words more or less
More than these texts that you see so far
Is my poetry of a humble attire
More than a white space with words unclear
Is my rhapsody of imagination you see right here.
Anthony John Oliveros
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Keep up and Continue in Life's Journey
Back then when I was younger
At those times I began to wander
I never knew, I never learned
Anything that my story behind can help me earn.
Then I moved out from innocence
Yet my history is so silent
I dredged up inside of my experiences
Around me are such horrible faces.
Obstacles came for reasons
But I never knew why were those happened
Til then I realized
Life's so many season
I thought the dark clouds in the midst would be lessen.
Every single chance coming from me
So I take it and I was set free
Then another fences and chains appeared
I fought but then they grew uncleared.
I know there's another mountain
And another ocean that is hardly certain
Well sometimes I gotta be failed
To realize again the lessons of my tales.
But I'll continue and mustn't give up
What if someday I'll be out of my map?
Melancholies are often sad
Miseries can make me made
Nevertheless I will go further as I could
Searching for the main thing for my own good!
Anthony John Oliveros
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Memo To Odranim
~to my math teacher~
Hello then mister!
The HCPSII's algebra master
That kills the ugliest monsters
Like those ugly weirdo numbers.
From a to z you're the best
No more auditions here in my math's quest
If sooner or later you'll be a mathematician, I bet
Another name will explode in this world
From the right to left!
Is being strict a variable?
Are the humors we've obtained numbers?
If we laugh, is it equation?
Or another math tool would be done to make our subject function?
To the challenges you worked so hard
In order to make us greater than 8 billions yard
If your madness again will seem to appear
Then another law of equality will soon unclear.
If your surname has a device
It may be the calculator's half or twice
Thanks for making us not a silent mice
Instead, help to eat us the mathematics' rice!
Anthony John Oliveros
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Miss Confidence
Hello dear
I am glad that I have read your message
And I thank you for you pay a little time in viewing my profile
at a very little moment
Yet I wasn't able to get acquainted
I tried to search and contact your e'mail several times
because I thought you might be a help from Above
A heaven sent gift
I do not know you so far
But if ever you'll view me more
And wanted to get acquainted with me
Just add me on facebook:
jai_zhanne@yahoo.com.
:)
Anthony John Oliveros
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My Dream Wedding
I dream of a place where people aren't there
With paradise surrounding the city
And within it is a church that wear
A beautiful blessing of serenity
I dream of sweet melody that passes by
With God's voice, angels come along
I dream of music that never dies
With someone playing the nature's song
I dream of my family cheering up
And smiling in the altar of roses
With God's priest standing up
I dream of love's sweet courses
I dream of the most beautiful lady passing the aisle
She smiles at me and taking a breath a li'l while
She would be lovely, pure, and all modesty
And her heart catches the beauty of simplicity
And the best part of all is when I dream of me
Holding her tightly with love that touches deeply
As dear God witnesses the blissful moment of the ceremony
Kissing her like through eternity.
<3
Anthony John Oliveros
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Ora et Labora
Pray and work
Work and pray
Sometimes play
Can bring God’s smile
All day!
Anthony John Oliveros
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Ouch! But Good!
I was going to church one day
And I wasn't that okay
But I heard the chimes of the bells
I didn't know why I was there
Was I invited?
Was I told?
Until a standing position came into view
With people around only few
Holding a microphone and preaching words
With an echoing sound like a screaming bird
I never realized what I was thinking that day
Just listening to whatever he has to say
Suddenly I was struck
I feel the pain of my heavy back
I put my hand to tend my heart
And asking how do I feel when the beating starts
Oh my I was struck again
Until a voice told me:
'Convert my friend.'
Anthony John Oliveros
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Peace And Love Begins With Me
In every place I must be so
Creatures like me and you will always grow
From friends to the person I didn't know
Still we'll grow as we learn to love
The memories of every rainbow.
Peace and love begins with me
Every time it gives a pleasant glee
It really does make me happy
And makes me feel great, so merry!
Peace and love I always say
From God the Father that shows us the way
Show the way deep from our hearts
Until peace and love always set apart.
[This is my very first cheesy masterpiece composed when I was 10 or 12. :) ]
Anthony John Oliveros
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Perfectly Imperfect
I always feel the way that I wasn't good
That I wasn't fortunate to be me
And I always feel deep inside of me
My greatest insecurity.
But sometimes I am lucky
To the people who respect me
And inspires me to improve myself
'Cause it made me feel that I have to be the same
Because though I am perfectly imperfect
There's one thing I really love about myself
It's being somebody different when everybody's the same
And yes, I will never change it
For I am simply the way I am.
Anthony John Oliveros
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So Yesterday
I caught myself with tears
When the night was with a blurry sky
Trying to hide so no one could hear
The broken heart that passed by
It will pass
It will go away
That was just yesterday
I'm gonna moving on
Forget whatever they used to say
For life will be good for me today
And I'm gonna make a way
Believing that was so yesterday
So yesterday
So yesterday
I'm gonna make a way
Life will be good for me today
So yesterday!
Anthony John Oliveros
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The Grass
There once a child who hates grass
He tried to pulled them up wherever they grow
One day he replaced them with trees
While the grass being burned and thrown to sea.
His father planted new grass another day
And he got himself irritate
For you know how much he belittle the grass
He thought they're dirty and never will last.
Suddenly a typhoon came
Near his house the sky has rained
Sooner enough thunderstorms shocked the heart
Of an angry child holding his little dart.
In the morning as he woke up
He cried as he saw his trees fell down
And so father told him do not worry at all
Look at the grass, so straight, though small.
So he realized a lesson in life
That a real person must accept the grass insight
For a grass never falls when storm comes
And they never cried when you pulled them your hands;
They remain standing no matter what
Realizing he must be like his little grass.
Now you see often trees fell off
But grass will remain firm and strong
Hope that as he turn his lights off
He'll dream about the sweet grass song.
Anthony John Oliveros
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Unsolved Poetry
I'm missing
Every part of me
Is incomplete
I'm tearing
Like a paper I'll be
A fading beat.
Anthony John Oliveros
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When The World Tries To Knock It Out of You
When the world tries to knock it out of you
And it seems they are fading the view
And all you do is break off the flame
And turning off the pride of fame.
When life is all again confuse
And you try hard not to refuse
All the things that making chances are
Till your heart hurts from the burning fire.
When it’s like to breathe you out
And gravity is falling down your mouth
And you can’t breathe all for once
When the hurting pains are all but guns.
When the world takes what’s within
When the abhorrent world seems to win
And you can’t let go but take it back
Though somebody now’s breaking the crack.
No matter how hurt the pains
Or the very grieves push you to vain
Still your soul must keep touch in fight
Shall keep going from the daunted night.
When bad reveries are going still
And you can’t stop crying the words you hear
When the world knocks and breaks you off
Still your dignity will never be lost.
Because when time comes God will reverse the earth
You’ll glee instead and those people will be hurt
And time will come you will start to sing
And the people around will be suffering
Of what they’ve done to a person like you
They will soon to know the lessons through.
Do not revenge to the people at all
Because only God works your ups and falls
Keep in mind not to hurt
‘Cause anger is just a dust of this earthly dirt
Just do your best even they look you down
And sooner or later you’ll stop to frown.
Anthony John Oliveros
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You Are A Dream
I have once a dream
A beautiful fancy
A wish by the heart of mine
A fanciful reality
I just have a dream
And I keep on believing
No matter how much I'm grieving
I know someday it will come true.
I've been working hard
But it's never been enough to take
But I still continue walking forward
I still believe that someday I'll have the chance to make it.
Now I tell you
If you have a dream
Believe that you will make it
Have faith and you will take it.
If mistakes are made
It is okay
In quests of life
It is good
For there are no failures
No regrets
Just lessons
So hold on and follow your heart
And you will realize
That a dream in you is you
no matter what.
Now tell yourself
It is time
Instead of just lying and sitting around
Go walk ahead.
If you will do nothing
No dreams will come true
And you will break yourself
'Cause you're a dream
And that's the truth.
So don't give up
When pressures come fast
'Cause when you finally find your dream
You will find yourself
Because you are a dream.
Anthony John Oliveros
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